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Ten top tips for successful artist-museum
collaboration
In eight years, New Expressions has supported and advised more than 30
artist-museum collaborations across England. These recommendations include
some of the important things that we have learned from our experience as
museum professionals, artists and programme managers and from colleagues
and counterparts.
The essence of a successful artist-museum1 collaboration is that together the
partners bring alive the rich resources of historic collections in new ways.
Successful collaborations challenge the thinking, imagination and emotions of
artist, curator and audience and enable us to see, understand and enjoy the
world differently. Their power to connect with and empower us as individuals
and communities transforms visitor experience and encourages funders to
invest and support.
Here are our 10 tips for museum professionals and artists
1. Manage well, to enable creative risk
Be clear about organizational, artistic and curatorial expectations to leave
room for aesthetic exploration. A strong project management environment is
the key to opening up creative possibilities safely. If the initial brief is scoped
out by the organization, and artists invited to tender, ensure that the brief is
open enough to enable considerable input from the selected artist.
2. Embrace the ephemeral
Contemporary art practice encompasses time-based events. These can offer
advantages to museums. A ‘here today, gone tomorrow’ artwork creates
excitement and a sense of special occasion which encourages audiences to
visit. Free from considerations of longevity and permanency, time-based
artwork can be very experimental, and an ephemeral commission can release
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By ‘museum’, we mean a wide range of historic collections, properties, man-made
and natural landscapes.
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a museum from concerns about fit with its collecting policy or pressure on its
stores.
Be clear about expectations though; it’s important for the artist to know from
the outset whether the museum is looking to permanently acquire work or to
commission a time-based installation.
3. Allow time to develop
Work back from the date when your realized collaboration has to be ready for
public presentation to the decision to work with an artist. Aim to allow at least
24 months. A 36-month timeline would be even better.
The initial steps in the critical path vary depending on whether an artist or a
museum is initiating the project, but a genuine collaboration requires many
time consuming steps to be taken as both partners explore and develop the
possibilities together. Attempting to miss out steps and shorten the timeline is
unrealistic.
Build in time for an artist’s research and development once the partners have
formally agreed to work together. Anticipate that you will encounter some
challenges and issues, and design a timeline that can accommodate this. But,
be disciplined about keeping to the project milestones. Schedule regular
meetings between project lead and artist and don’t allow drift to waste
precious lead-time.
4. Build a sensible, fair budget
The size of the budget must reflect the ambition of the project. Understand
the time that the artist will need to devote to bringing the commission to
fruition. Spend wisely and resist the temptation to cut corners. Recognize that
the best professional2 artists are much in demand. If a project has an element
of ‘pro-bono” working (ie if artists find themselves subsidising the project by
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We use the term ‘professional’ to indicate that the artist earns a substantial
element of their annual income through paid work as an artist, and needs to build
expenses such as the costs of running a studio, research and development into their
fee.
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doing work for free) artists may prioritise other, better financially
recompensed, work.
Be prepared to build time for travel and costs for subsistence into your
budget in the interests of achieving the best possible outcome in the long
term. While there are advantages in recruiting an artist who lives close to the
museum, often the artist who best fits the collaboration will live a substantial
distance away.
5. Embed the project in the whole museum’s activity
Collaborating with an artist is an exciting and sometimes pioneering way that
a museum can achieve its strategic aims. Yet all too often this potential is not
understood at all levels or across different specialisms. Be generous and
share the rationale for your project, nurture it at management level and make
it a compelling and valuable part of teamwork across the organization.
6. Empower everyone in the team
Invite representatives from different parts of the museum to help shape the
collaboration. For example, curatorial, communications, learning, access,
retail, front-of-house. Involve every museum department in shortlisting and
selecting an artist. Invite the artist to speak at a staff meeting or volunteer
event and organize a whole-team visit to the artist’s studio. Use the diverse
skills and resources of all colleagues to shape the collaboration.
7. Integrate participation from day one
Many learning and access teams are keen to bring their networks, skills and
budgets to museum-artist collaborations. But it’s difficult and frustrating to try
to get involved once a project has been shaped, and with learning
programmes already confirmed for the year ahead. This means that the
potential to extend the impact of a project and the reach of the museum can
be wasted. Remember that learning and outreach staff often work in
conjunction with the education year so work with them to accommodate their
own lead times. Meaningful community engagement takes time to develop.
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8. Enable volunteers’ creative contribution
Collaborations can offer significant opportunities for volunteers to interact
with an artist. If this is your goal, be aware that it requires significant
planning and resources in the initial stages. With careful early planning,
projects can attract and hold the support of a dedicated team of high-calibre
volunteers - skilled and knowledgeable advocates who will help connect even
the most skeptical visitors with innovative artwork. Engaged volunteers can
also support audience survey work, providing the high quality evidence
needed to win resources for future collaborations.
9. Don’t re-invent the wheel
Commissioning a new artwork is challenging but this field of activity has
excited interest across the country over a number of years. Considerable
learning has already taken place, and your collaboration can benefit from this.
Before you start your project spend some time researching the help and
advice that is already available. The New Expressions Digest of external
professional resources has been developed specifically to help you do this. It’s
available on the New Expressions website.
Consider investing in a paid mentor - perhaps an independent curator, project
manager or an artist with experience of joint working - to support you with
specific areas of your project. At the start of the project a mentor can help a
museum create an initial brief and draw up a short list of artists, or help an
artist initiate a collaboration of their own. As the collaboration develops, the
mentor can help anticipate and resolve issues and challenges, including how
the work is displayed and interpreted for visitors. Many New Expressions
partners commented on how useful they had found the support of a mentor
and that, sometimes to their surprise, it is a cost effective use of budget.
10. Understand that others have faced the same obstacles
Facing a setback? You can be pretty sure that others will have met and
resolved it, or something very similar, before you. Time taken to track down
some seasoned advice is likely to be time well spent.
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Examples of common issues include: communication difficulties when people
with different mind sets and professional languages start to work together;
technical hitches when pushing tools and materials to technical and creative
extremes and the challenge of balancing artists’ studio and work
commitments (many artists juggle their creative, research and teaching
practices, which can create difficulties unless really well planned).
Know that others have been there before and worked the problems through.
The professional resources section of the New Expressions website is good
place to start when looking to see how others have approached the
aspirations and challenges of museum-artist collaboration:
www.newexpressions.org/Professional-Resources/
Delegates at a 2016 Heritage Lottery Fund seminar on museum-artist
collaboration also produced a useful Museums and artists working together
manifesto for museums and artists wishing to collaborate. The manifesto is
available to download in ‘Documents and Downloads’ in the Professional
Resources section of the New Expressions website:
www.newexpressions.org/Professional-Resources/Documents/

All links correct at time of publication
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